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Abstra t

We study the properties of input- onsuming derivations of moded logi programs.
Input- onsuming derivations do not employ a xed sele tion rule, and an be used
to model the behavior of logi programs using dynami s heduling and employing
onstru ts su h as delay de larations.
We onsider the lass of Ni ely-Moded programs and queries. We show that for
these programs one part of the well-known Swit hing Lemma holds. Furthermore,
we provide onditions whi h guarantee that all input- onsuming derivations starting
in a Ni ely-Moded query are nite. The method presented here is easy to apply
and generalizes other related works.
1

Introdu tion

Most of the re ent logi programming languages provide the possibility of employing a dynami sele tion rule, that is, a sele tion rule whi h is more exible
than Prolog's standard left-to-right one. In fa t, dynami sele tion rules have
proven to be useful in a number of appli ations; among other things they allow the oroutining of di erent \pro esses" and thus to model parallelism by
means of interleaving.
Clearly, even a dynami sele tion rule must be restri ted in some way.
Should one not do so, the omputation ould easily diverge. To this end,
di erent languages use di erent me hanisms. For instan e, in Godel [12℄ and
in E lipse [21℄, delay de larations are used to ensure that only atoms whi h
are ground in their input arguments are sele ted. In GHC [19℄ programs are
augmented with guards in order to ontrol the sele tion of atoms dynami ally
(moreover, moded at GHC [20℄ uses an extra ondition on the input positions, whi h is extremely similar to the one we'll adopt in the sequel). blo k
de larations that he k the partial instantiation of the input arguments of alls
are used in SICStus. The ommon underlying idea of all the above solutions is
1999 Published by Elsevier S ien e B. V.
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to allow one to \delay" the sele tion of ertain atoms in the query until their
arguments be ome suÆ iently instantiated.
The additional exibility introdu ed by the adoption of a dynami sele tion
me hanism has the disadvantage that the most of the literature on termination
of logi programs (see [15℄ for a survey on the subje t) does not apply when
a dynami sele tion rule is employed. Notable ex eptions are Bezem's [7℄ and
and Cavedon's [8℄, whi h provide results for unrestri ted sele tion rules.
We know of few authors who ta kled the spe i problem of termination
of logi programs with a dynami sele tion rule. Apt and Luitjes's [3℄ exploits
properties of a restri ted lass of SLD-derivations to prove termination of
logi programs augmented with delay de larations that imply determina y
and mat hing. Mar hiori and Teusink's [14℄ introdu es the lass of delay
re urrent programs and proves that programs in this lass terminate for all
lo al delay sele tion rule. More re ently, Smaus's [16℄ studies the termination
of input- onsuming derivations of well and ni ely moded programs.
Goal of this paper is to study the dynami behavior of programs using
dynami s heduling, and to provide suÆ ient onditions whi h guarantee their
termination.
The rst obsta le we en ounter is of providing an \algebrai " way of representing delay de larations. For this purpose, we follow here the same approa h
of [16℄ and we substitute the use of delay de larations by the restri tion to
input- onsuming derivations.
The de nition of input- onsuming derivation is done in two phases: rst
we give the program a mode, that is, we partition the positions of ea h atom
o urring in input and output positions. Then, in presen e of modes, inputonsuming derivations are pre isely those in whi h only atoms whose input
arguments will not be instantiated by the uni ation are allowed to be sele ted.
We laim that in most \usual" moded programs using a dynami sele tion rule, delay de larations are employed pre isely for ensuring the inputonsumedness of the derivations. Clearly, this thesis annot be proven, yet
it is for instan e substantiated by the fa t that on ept of input- onsuming
resolution is very similar to the sele tion me hanism employed in Moded Flat
GHC [20℄, and by the arguments in [16℄. In Se tion 3 we provide further
te hni al arguments sustaining this thesis.
In this paper we study some properties of input- onsuming derivations. We
show that if we restri t to programs and queries whi h are ni ely-moded, then
a one way swit hing-lemma holds and a simple method for proving termination
an be applied.
In order to study termination properties, we de ne the lass of input terminating programs whi h hara terizes programs whose input- onsuming derivations are nite. In order to prove that a program is input terminating we use
the on ept of weakly semi-re urrent program whi h is mu h less restri tive
than the similar on ept of semi-re urrent program introdu ed by Apt and Pedres hi in [4℄. We show that if P is ni ely-moded and weakly semi-re urrent
2
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then all its input- onsuming derivations starting from a ni ely-moded query
terminate.
Our work generalizes the method des ribed by Smaus in [16℄ for proving
the termination of input- onsuming derivations of well and ni ely-moded programs and queries. First, as opposed to [16℄, we do not require programs and
queries to be well-moded; we only assume that they are ni ely-moded. Se ond, our on ept of weak semi-re urren y provides a ondition to hold for all
instan es of a lause while the notion of ICD-a eptability proposed by Smaus
only onsiders lause ground instan es. This small generalization allows us to
prove termination of input- onsuming derivations of queries where the input
arguments are not ne essarily ground. For example, we an prove termination
of all the input- onsuming derivations of the program APPEND starting from
a query append(s; t; u) provided that u is linear and variable disjoint from
s and t. With the method of [16℄ one an only prove termination of those
input- onsuming derivations where the initial query satis es the additional
ondition that s and t are ground.
We show that the results presented in this paper an be extended to programs and queries whi h are permutation ni ely-moded [17℄.
We apply our method to many ben hmarks from well-known olle tions to
show appli ability and e e tiveness of the results presented in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 ontains some preliminary
notations and de nitions. In Se tion 3 input- onsuming derivations are introdu ed and some properties of them are proved. In Se tion 4 a method for
proving termination of programs is presented, rst in a non-modular way, then
for modular programs. Se tion 5 reports the results obtained by applying our
method to various ben hmarks. Finally, Se tion 6 on ludes the paper.
2

Preliminaries

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology and the basi results
of the semanti s of logi programs [1,2,13℄.

2.1 Terms and Substitutions
Let T be the set of terms built on a nite set of data onstru tors C and a
denumerable set of variable symbols V . A substitution  is a mapping from
V to T su h that Dom () = fX j (X ) 6= X g is nite. For any synta ti
obje t o, we denote by Var (o) the set of variables o urring in o. A synta ti
obje t is linear if every variable o urs in it at most on e. We denote by 
the empty substitution. The omposition  of the substitutions  and  is
de ned as the fun tional omposition, i.e.,  (X ) =  ((X )). We onsider
the pre-ordering  (more general than) on substitutions su h that    i
there exists su h that  =  . The result of the appli ation of a substitution
 to a term t is said an instan e of t and it is denoted by t. We also onsider
3
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the pre-ordering  (more general than) on terms su h that t  t i there
exists  su h that t = t . We denote by  the asso iated equivalen e relation
(varian e). A substitution  is a uni er of terms t and t i t = t . We
denote by mgu(t = t ) any most general uni er (mgu, in short) of t and t . An
mgu  of terms t and t is alled relevant i Var ()  Var (t) [ Var (t ).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.2 Programs and Derivations

Let P be a nite set of predi ate symbols. An atom is an obje t of the form
p(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) where p 2 P is an n-ary predi ate symbol and t1 ; : : : ; tn 2 T .
Given an atom A, we denote by Rel (A) the predi ate symbol in A. A query
is a possibly empty nite sequen e of atoms A1 ; : : : ; Am . The empty query
is denoted by 2. Following the onvention adopted by Apt in [2℄, we use
bold hara ters to denote (possibly empty) sequen es of atoms. A lause is a
formula H B where H is an atom (the head) and B is a query (the body).
When B is empty, H
B is written H
and is alled a unit lause. A
program is a nite set of lauses. We denote atoms by A; B; H; : : : ; queries by
Q; A; B; C; : : : ; lauses by ; d; : : : ; and programs by P .
Computations are onstru ted as sequen es of \basi " steps. Consider a
non-empty query A; B; C and a lause . Let H B be a variant of variable
disjoint from A; B; C. Let B and H unify with mgu . The query (A; B; C)
is alled a resolvent of A; B; C and with respe t to B , with an mgu . A
derivation step is denoted by

A; B; C =)
P; (A; B; C):

B is alled its input lause. The atom B is alled the sele ted atom
of A; B; C. If P is lear from the ontext or is irrelevant then we drop a
H

referen e to them. A derivation is obtained by iterating derivation steps. A
maximal sequen e
1
2
Æ := Q0 =)
P; 1 Q1 =)P; 2

+1
   Qn =n)
P; n+1 Qn+1   
alled a derivation of P [ fQ0 g provided that for every





of derivation steps is
step the standardization apart ondition holds, i.e., the input lause employed
is variable disjoint from the initial query Q0 and from the substitutions and
the input lauses used at earlier steps.
n
1
Derivations an be nite or in nite. If Æ := Q0 =)
P; 1    =)P; n Qn is a

nite pre x of a derivation, also denoted Æ := Q0 7 !
Qn with  = 1    n , we
say that Æ is a partial derivation and  is a partial omputed answer substitution
(p. .a.s., for short) of P [fQ0 g. If Æ is maximal and ends with the empty query
then  is alled omputed answer substitution ( .a.s., for short). The length of
a (partial) derivation Æ , denoted by len (Æ ), is the number of derivation steps
in Æ . We all B -step any derivation step in a derivation Æ of A; B; C in whi h
the sele ted atom is B or any other atom obtained by resolving B .
4
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3

Input-Consuming Derivations

3.1 Basi De nitions
Let us rst re all the notion of mode. A mode is a fun tion that labels as
input or output the positions of ea h predi ate in order to indi ate how the
arguments of a predi ate should be used.

De nition 3.1 [Mode℄ Consider an n-ary predi ate symbol p. By a mode for
p we mean a fun tion mp from f1; : : : ; ng to fIn ; Out g.
If mp (i) = In (resp. Out ), we say that i is an input (resp. output ) position of
p (with respe t to mp ). We assume that ea h predi ate symbol has a unique
mode asso iated to it; multiple modes may be obtained by simply renaming
the predi ates.
If Q is a query, we denote by In (Q) (resp. Out (Q)) the set of terms lling
in the input (resp. output) positions of predi ates in Q. Moreover, when
writing an atom as p(s; t), we are indi ating with s the sequen e of terms
lling in the input positions of p and with t the sequen e of terms lling in
the output positions of p.
The notion of input- onsuming derivation was introdu ed in [16℄ and is
de ned as follows.

De nition 3.2 [Input-Consuming℄
 An atom p(s; t) is alled input- onsuming resolvable wrt a lause :=
p(u; v)
Q and a substitution  i  = mgu (p(s; t) = p(u; v)) and s = s.





A derivation step


A; B; C =)
(A; B; C)

is alled input- onsuming i the sele ted atom B is input- onsuming resolvable wrt the input lause and the substitution .
A derivation is alled input- onsuming i all its derivation steps are inputonsuming.

The following Lemma states that we are allowed to restri t our attention
to input- onsuming derivations with relevant mgu's.

Lemma 3.3 Let p(s; t) and p(u; v) be two atoms. If there exists an mgu 
of p(s; t) and p(u; v) su h that s = s then there exists a relevant mgu # of
p(s; t) and p(u; v) su h that s# = s.
Proof. Sin e p(s; t) and p(u; v) are uni able, there exists a relevant mgu
rel of them ( fr. [2℄, Theorem 2.16). Now, rel is a renaming of . Thus
srel is a variant of s. Then there exists a renaming  su h that Dom () 
Var (s; t; u; v) and srel  = s. Now, take # = rel .
2

From now on, we assume that all mgu's used in the input- onsuming
derivation steps are relevant.
5
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Example 3.4 Consider the program REVERSE with a umulator in the modes
de ned below.

mode reverse(In; Out):
mode reverse a (In; Out; In):
reverse(Xs; Ys)
reverse a (Xs; Ys; [ ℄):
reverse a ([ ℄; Ys; Ys):
reverse a (Xs; Ys; [XjZs℄):
reverse a ([XjXs℄; Ys; Zs)

Consider also the query reverse([X1; X2℄; Zs). The derivation Æ of REVERSE[

freverse([X1; X2℄; Zs)g depi ted below is input- onsuming.
Æ := reverse([X1; X2℄; Zs) ) reverse a ([X1; X2℄; Zs; [ ℄) )
reverse a ([X2℄; Zs; [X1℄) ) reverse a ([ ℄; Zs; [X2; X1℄) ) 2:
Input-Consuming vs. Delay De larations

In the introdu tion we have stated the laim that in most \usual" moded
programs using a dynami sele tion rule, delay de larations are employed preisely for ensuring the input- onsumedness of the derivations. As we have
already mentioned, this thesis is already substantiated by the fa t that onept of input- onsuming resolution is very similar to the sele tion me hanism
employed in Moded Flat GHC [20℄, and by the arguments in [16℄.
We now want to add another argument sustaining it.
First, as a large body of literature shows, the vast majority of \usual"
programs are a tually moded (see for example [5,6℄ or onsider for instan e
the stri tly moded logi programming language Mer ury [18℄).
Se ondly, it is lear that the s ope of a delay de laration is to guarantee
that the interpreter will not sele t the \wrong" lause to resolve a goal. In
fa t, if the interpreter always sele ted the \right" lause, by the known results
over independen e from the sele tion rule one would not have to worry about
the order of the sele tion of the atoms in the query. Typi ally, delay de larations are used to prevent the sele tion of an atom until a ertain degree of
instantiation is rea hed. This degree of instantiation ensures that the atom
is uni able only with the heads of the \right" lauses. In presen e of modes,
the degree of instantiation we are interested in is learly the one of the input
positions, whi h are the one arrying the information.
Now, take an atom p(s; t) and suppose that it is resolvable with a lause
by means of an input- onsuming derivation step. Then, for every instan e
s of s, we have that the atom p(s ; t) is as well resolvable with a lause
by means of an input- onsuming derivation step. In other words, no further
instantiation of the input positions of p(s; t) an rule out as a possible lause
for resolving it. Thus must be one of the \right" lauses for resolving p(s; t)
and we an say that p(s; t) is in its input positions \suÆ iently instantiated"
to be resolved with .
6
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On the other hand, following the same reasoning, it is easy to see that if
but not via an input- onsuming derivation step,
then there exists an instan e s of s, su h that p(s ; t) is not resolvable via .
In this ase we an say that p(s; t) is not instantiated enough to know whether
is one of the \right" lauses for resolving it.
p(s; t) is resolvable with

0

0

3.2 Ni ely-Moded Programs
In this the sequel of the paper we'll restri t to programs and queries whi h
are Ni ely-Moded. We report here the de nition of this on ept together with
some important properties of ni ely-moded programs.

De nition 3.5 [Ni ely-Moded℄
 A query Q := p1(s1 ; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is ni ely-moded if t1; : : : ; tn is a linear
ve tor of terms and for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng

[
Var (s ) \ Var (t ) = ;:
n

i

=

j

j i



A lause = p(s0 ; t0 )

Q is ni ely-moded if Q is ni ely-moded and

[
Var (s0 ) \ Var (t ) = ;:
n

j



=1

j

A program P is ni ely-moded if all of its lauses are ni ely-moded.

Note that a one-atom query p(s; t) is ni ely-moded if and only if t is linear
and Var (s) \ Var (t) = ;.

Example 3.6





The program REVERSE with a umulator in the modes depi ted in the Example 3.4 is ni ely-moded.
The following program MERGE is ni ely-moded.
mode merge(In; In; Out):
merge(Xs; [ ℄; Xs):
merge([ ℄; Xs; Xs):
merge([XjXs℄; [YjYs℄; [YjZs℄)
merge([XjXs℄; [YjYs℄; [XjZs℄)
merge([XjXs℄; [XjYs℄; [XjZs℄)

Y < X; merge([XjXs℄; Ys; Zs):
Y > X; merge(Xs; [YjYs℄; Zs):
merge(Xs; [XjYs℄; Zs):

We now start investigating the properties of ni ely-moded programs employing input- onsuming sele tion rules.
7
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The following result is due to Smaus [16℄, and states that the lass of
programs and queries we are onsidering is losed under resolution.

Lemma 3.7 [16℄ Every resolvent of a ni ely-moded query Q and a ni elymoded lause , where the derivation step is input- onsuming and Var (Q) \
Var ( ) = ;, is ni ely-moded.
The following Remark (also in [16℄) is an immediate onsequen e of the
de nition of input- onsuming derivation step and the fa t that the mgu's we
onsider are relevant.

Remark 3.8 [16℄ Let the program P and the query Q := A; p(s; t); C be

ni ely-moded. If A; p(s; t); C =)
A; B; C is an input- onsuming derivation
step with sele ted atom p(s; t), then A = A.
We now need one te hni al result, stating that the only variables of a query
that an be \a e ted" in the derivation pro ess are those o urring in some
output positions.

Lemma 3.9 Let the program P and the query Q be ni ely-moded. Let Æ :=

Q 7 ! Q be a partial input- onsuming derivation of P [ fQg. Then, for all
x 2 Var (Q) and x 62 Var (Out (Q)), x = x.
0

Proof. Let us rst establish the following laim.
Claim 3.10 Let z and w be two variable disjoint sequen es of terms su h that
w is linear and  = mgu (z = w). If s1 and s2 are two variable disjoint terms
o urring in z then s1  and s2  are variable disjoint terms.
Proof. The result follows from Lemmata 11.4 and 11.5 in [4℄.

2

We pro eed with the proof of the lemma by indu tion on len (Æ ).
Base Case. Let len (Æ ) = 0. In this ase Q = Q and the result follows
trivially.
Indu tion step. Let len (Æ ) > 0. Suppose that Q := A; p(s; t); C and
0

1
Æ := A; p(s; t); C =)
(A; B; C)1


2
7 !
Q

0

where p(s; t) is the sele ted atom of Q, := p(u; v) B is the input lause
used in the rst derivation step, 1 is a relevant mgu of p(s; t) and p(u; v) and
 = 1 2 .
Let x 2 Var (A; p(s; t); C) and x 62 Var (Out (A; p(s; t); C)). We rst show
that
(1) x1 = x.
We distinguish two ases.
(a) x 2 Var (s). In this ase, property (1) follows from the hypothesis that
Æ is input- onsuming.
8
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(b) x 62 Var (s). Then, by the hoi e of x, x 62 Var (p(s; t)). In this ase,
property (1) follows from the standardization apart ondition and relevan e
of 1 .
Now we show that
(2) x2 = x.
Again, we distinguish two ases:
( ) x 62 Var ((A; B; C)1). In this ase, be ause of the standardization
2
apart ondition, x will never o ur in (A; B; C)1 7 !
Q . Hen e, x 62 Dom (2 )
and x2 = x.
(d) x 2 Var ((A; B; C)1). In this ase, in order to prove (2) we show
that x 62 Var (Out ((A; B; C)1 )). The result then follows by the indu tive
hypothesis.
From the standardization apart ondition, relevan e of 1 and (1), it follows
that Dom (1 ) \ Var (Q)  Var (t).
From the hypothesis that Q is ni ely-moded, Var (t) \ Var (Out (A; C)) = ;.
Hen e, Var (Out (A; C))1 = Var (Out (A; C)). Sin e x 62 Var (Out (A; C)),
this proves that x 62 Var (Out ((A; C)1 )).
It remains to prove that x 62 Var (Out (B1 ). We distinguish two further ases.
(d1) x 62 Var (s). In this ase, x 62 Var (Out (B1 ) follows immediately by
the standardization apart ondition and the relevan e of 1 .
(d2) x 2 Var (s). By known results (see [2℄, Corollary 2.25), there exists
two relevant mgu 1 and 2 su h that
 1 = 1 2 ,
 1 = mgu (s = u),
 2 = mgu (t1 = v1 ).
From relevan e of 1 and the fa t that, by ni ely-modedness of Q, Var (s) \
Var (t) = ;, we have that t1 = t, and by the standardization apart ondition Var (t) \ Var (v1 ) = ;. Now by ni ely-modedness of , Var (u) \
Var (Out (B)) = ;. Sin e 1 is relevant and by the standardization apart
ondition it follows that
(3) Var (u1 ) \ Var (Out (B1 )) = ;.
The proof pro eeds now by ontradi tion. Suppose that x 2 Var (Out (B1 2 )).
Sin e by hypothesis x 2 Var (s), and s = u1 2 , we have that Var (u1 2 ) \
Var (Out (B1 2 )) 6= ;. By (3), this means that there exist two distin t variables z1 and z2 in Var (2 ) su h that z1 2 Var (Out (B1 )), z2 2 Var (u1 )
and
(4) Var (z1 2 ) \ Var (z2 2 ) 6= ;.
Sin e, by the standardization apart ondition and relevan e of the mgu's,
Var (2 )  Var (v1 ) [ Var (t) and (Var (Out (B1 )) [ Var (u1 )) \ Var (t) = ;,
we have that z1 and z2 are two disjoint subterms of v1 . Sin e 2 = mgu (t =
0

9
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2

v1 ), t is linear and disjoint from v1 , (4) ontradi ts Claim 3.10.

The following orollary is an immediate onsequen e of the above lemma
and the de nition of ni ely-moded program.

Corollary 3.11 Let the program P and the one-atom query A be ni ely
moded. Let Æ := A 7 !
Q be a partial input- onsuming derivation of P [fAg.
Then, for all x 2 Var (In (A)), x = x.
0

The Left-Swit hing Lemma

Next is the main result of this se tion, showing that for input- onsuming
ni ely-moded programs one half of the well-known swit hing lemma holds.
This shows that it is always possible to pro eed left-to-right to resolve the
sele ted atoms 1 .

Lemma 3.12 (Left-Swit hing) Let the program P and the query Q0 be
ni ely-moded. Let Æ be a partial input- onsuming derivation of P [ fQ0 g of
the form
1
Æ := Q0 =)
1 Q1    Qn =) n+1 Qn+1 =) n+2 Qn+2
n+1



where





n+2

Qn is a query of the form A; A; B; B; C,
Qn+1 is a resolvent of Qn and n+1 wrt B ,
Qn+2 is a resolvent of Qn+1 and n+2 wrt An+1 .

Then, there exists Qn+1 , n+1 , n+2 and a derivation Æ su h that
0

0

0

0

n+1 n+2 = n+1 n+2
0

and

0

1
Æ := Q0 =)
1 Q1    Qn =) n+2 Qn+1 =) n+1 Qn+2
0

0
n
+1



0
n
+2

0

where
 Æ is input- onsuming,
 Æ and Æ oin ide up to the resolvent Qn,
 Qn+1 is a resolvent of Qn and n+2 wrt A,
 Qn+2 is a resolvent of Qn+1 and n+1 wrt Bn+1 .
 Æ and Æ oin ide after the resolvent Qn+2.
0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof. Let A := p(s; t), B := q (u; v), n+1 := q (u ; v )
p( s ; t )
E. Hen e, n+1 = mgu (q (u; v) = q (u ; v )) and
(1) un+1 = u, sin e Æ is input- onsuming.
0

0

0

0

0

0

D and

n

+2 :=

1 Noti e that this is however di erent than saying that the leftmost atom of a query should
always be resolvable: it an very well be the ase that the leftmost atom is resolvable and
the one next to it is resolvable.
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By (1) and the fa t that Qn is ni ely-moded and n+1 is relevant, we have
p(s; t)n+1 = p(s; t). Then, n+2 = mgu (p(s; t)n+1 = p(s ; t )) = mgu (p(s; t) =
p(s ; t )) and
0

0

0

0

(2) sn+2 = s, sin e Æ is input- onsuming.
Moreover,
(3) n+1 n+2 = mgu fp(s; t) = p(s ; t ); q (u; v) = q (u ; v )g
= n+2 n+2
0

0

0

0

0

where
n+2 = mgu (q (u; v)n+2 = q (u ; v )n+2 )
0

0

0

= mgu (q (u; v)n+2 = q (u ; v ))
0

0

We onstru t the derivation Æ as follows.
0

1
Æ := Q0 =)
1 Q1    Qn =) n+2 Qn+1 =) n+1 Qn+2
0
n
+1



0

0

0
n
+2

where
(4) n+1 = n+2 .
0

+1
By (2), Qn =n)
n+2 Qn+1 is an input- onsuming derivation step.
0

0

Observe now that

un+1 n+2 = un+2 n+2 ; (by (4))
= un+1 n+2 ; (by (3))
= un+2 ;
(by (1))
= un+1 ;
(by (4))
0

0

0

0

+2
This proves that also Qn+1 =n)
n+1 Qn+2 is an input- onsuming derivation
step.
2
0

0

0

It is important to noti e that if we drop the ni ely-modedness ondition
the above Lemma would not hold any longer: it is not diÆ ult to write a
lassi al oroutining program whi h is not ni ely-moded for whi h the above
lemma does not apply (see for instan e the program reader-writer in [11℄).

Corollary 3.13 Let the program P and the query Q := A; B be ni ely-moded.
Suppose that

Æ := A; B 7 ! C1 ; C2
is a partial input- onsuming derivation of P [ fQg where C1 and C2 are
obtained by partially resolving A and B, respe tively.
11
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Then there exists a partial input- onsuming derivation
1
Æ := A; B 7 !
C1 ; B1

2
7 !
C1 ; C2
1
where all the A-steps are performed in the pre x A; B 7 !
C1 ; B1 of Æ
0

 = 1 2 .
4

0

and

Termination

In this se tion we study the termination of input- onsuming derivations of logi
programs. To this end we re ne the ideas of Bezem [7℄ and Cavedon [8℄ who
studied the termination of logi programs in a very strong sense, namely with
respe t to all sele tion rules, and of Smaus [16℄ who ara hterized terminating
input- onsuming derivations of well and ni ely-moded programs.

4.1 Input Terminating Programs
We rst introdu e the key notion of this se tion.
De nition 4.1 [Input Termination℄ A program is alled input terminating
i all its input- onsuming derivations started with a ni ely-moded query are
nite.
The method we are going to use in order to prove that a program is inputterminating is based on the following on ept of moded level mapping introdu ed by Etalle et al. in [10℄.
De nition 4.2 [Moded Level Mapping℄ Let P be a program and BP be the
extended Herbrand Base for the language asso iated with P . A fun tion j j is
a moded level mapping for P i :
 it is a fun tion j j : BP ! N from atoms to natural numbers;
 for any t and u, jp(s; t)j = jp(s; u)j.
For A 2 BP , jAj is the level of A.
E

E

E

The ondition jp(s; t)j = jp(s; u)j states that the level of an atom is independent from the terms lling in its output positions. There is a tually
a small yet important di eren e between this de nition and the one in [10℄:
in [10℄ the level mapping is de ned on ground atoms only. Therefore this is
a tually an extension of the de nition of [10℄.
Example 4.3 Let us denote by TSize (t) the term size of a term t, that is
the number of fun tion and onstant symbols that o ur in t. A moded level
mapping for the program REVERSE with a umulator of the Example 3.4 is

jreverse(Xs; Ys)j = TSize (Xs)
jreverse a (Xs; Ys; Zs)j = TSize (Xs)

where Xs is the rst input argument.
12
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4.2 Weak Semi-Re urren y
In order to give a suÆ ient ondition for termination, we are going to employ
a generalization of the on ept of semi-re urrent program de ned by Apt and
Pedres hi in [4℄. First, we need a preliminary de nition.

De nition 4.4 Let P be a program, p and q be relations. We say that p
refers to q in P i there is a lause in P with p in the head and q in the body.
We say that p depends on q and write p v q in P i (p; q ) is in the re exive
and transitive losure of the relation refers to.
A ording to the above de nition, p ' q  p v q ^ p w q means that p
and q are mutually re ursive, and p A q  p w q ^ p 6' q means that p alls q
as a subprogram. Noti e that A is a well-founded ordering.
Finally, we an provide the key on ept we are going to use in order to
prove input-termination.

De nition 4.5 [Weak Semi-Re urren y℄ Let P be a program and j j : BP
E

!N

be a moded level mapping.
 A lause of P is alled weakly semi-re urrent with respe t to j j i for every
instan e of it, H A; B; C
if Rel (H ) ' Rel (B ) then jH j > jB j.
 A program P is alled weakly semi-re urrent with respe t to j j i all its
lauses are. P is alled weakly semi-re urrent i it is weakly semi-re urrent
with respe t to some moded level mapping j j : BP ! N.
E

The notion of weak semi-re urren y di ers from the on ept of semire urren y introdu ed by Apt and Pedres hi in [4℄ in two ways. First, our
de nition provides a ondition to hold for every instan e of a program lause
not only for ground instan es as in [4℄. Se ond, we do not require any dereasing neither non in reasing of the level mapping between the head H of
a rule instan e and every orresponding non re ursive body atom B : indeed,
the additional ondition jH j  jB j is required in [4℄ for any body atom B su h
that Rel (H ) 6' Rel (B ).
We an now state our rst basi result on termination, in the ase of nonmodular programs.

Theorem 4.6 Let P be a ni ely-moded program. If P is weakly semi-re urrent
then P is input-terminating.
Proof. It will be obtained from the proof of Theorem 4.10 by setting R = ;.2
Example 4.7 Consider the program MERGE de ned in the Example 3.6. Let

j j be the moded level mapping for MERGE de ned by
jmerge(Xs; Ys; Zs)j = TSize (Xs) + TSize (Ys):
13
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It is easy to prove that MERGE is weakly semi-re urrent with respe t to the
moded level mapping above. By Theorem 4.6, all input- onsuming derivations
of the program MERGE started with a query merge(u; s; t) where t is linear and
variable disjoint from u and s are terminating.

4.3 Modular Termination
This se tion ontains a generalization of Theorem 4.6 to the modular ase, as
well as the omplete proofs for it.
The following lemma is a ru ial one.

Lemma 4.8 Let the program P and the query Q := A1 ; : : : ; An be ni elymoded. Suppose that there exists an in nite input- onsuming derivation Æ of
P [ fQg. Then, there exist i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and substitution  su h that
 there exists an input- onsuming derivation Æ of P [ fQg of the form
0


7!
C; (Ai ; : : : ; An) 7 !    ;
 there exists an in nite input- onsuming derivation of P [ fAig.
Proof. Let Æ := A1 ; : : : ; An 7 !    be an in nite input- onsuming derivation
of P [ fQg. Then Æ ontains an in nite number of Ak -steps for some k 2
f1; : : : ; ng. Let i be the minimum of su h k. Hen e Æ ontains a nite number
of Aj -steps for j 2 f1; : : : ; i 1g and there exists C and D su h that

Æ := A1 ; : : : ; An
0

Æ := A1 ; : : : ; An

7 #! C; D 7 !   

where A1 ; : : : ; An 7 ! C; D is a nite pre x of Æ whi h omprises all the
Aj -steps for j 2 f1; : : : ; i 1g and C results from their resolution. By Corollary 3.13, there exists an in nite input- onsuming derivation Æ su h that
#

0

Æ := A1 ; : : : ; An
0


7!
C; (Ai ; : : : ; An ) 7 ! C; D 7 !   
0

where # =  . Let Æ := C; (Ai ; : : : ; An) 7 ! C; D 7 !   . Note that
in Æ the atoms of C will never be sele ted and, by Remark 3.8, will never
be instantiated. Hen e there exists an in nite input- onsuming derivation Æ
of P [ f(Ai ; : : : ; An )g where an in nite number of Ai -steps are performed.
Again, By Remark 3.8, for every nite pre x of Æ of the form
0

0

00

00

000

000

1
2
Ai ; (Ai+1 ; : : : ; An ) 7 !
D1 ; D2 =)
D1 ; D2
0

0

where D1 and D2 are obtained by partially resolving Ai  and (Ai+1 ; : : : ; An ),
2 D ; D is an A -step for some j 2 fi + 1; : : : ; ng,
respe tively, and D1 ; D2 =)
j
1 2
we have that D1 = D1 . Hen e, from the hypothesis that there is an in nite number of Ai -steps in Æ , it follows that there exists an in nite inputonsuming derivation of P [ fAi g.
2
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The importan e of the above lemma is shown by the following orollary of
it, whi h will allow us to on entrate our attention on queries ontaining only
one atom.

Corollary 4.9 Let P be a ni ely-moded program. P is input-terminating i
for ea h ni ely-moded one-atom query A all input- onsuming derivations of
P [ fAg are nite.
We an now state the main result of this se tion. Here and in what follows
we say that a relation p is de ned in the program P if p o urs in a head of
a lause of P , and that P extends the program R i no relation de ned in P
o urs in R.

Theorem 4.10 Let P and R be two programs su h that P extends R. Suppose
that
(i) R is input-terminating,
(ii) P is ni ely-moded and weakly semi-re urrent with respe t to a moded level
mapping j j : BP ! N.
Then P [ R is input-terminating.
E

Proof. First, for ea h predi ate symbol p, we de ne dep P (p) to be the number
of predi ate symbols it depends on. More formally, dep P (p) is de ned as the
ardinality of the set fq j q is de ned in P and p w q g. Clearly, dep P (p) is
always nite. Further, it is immediate to see that if p ' q then dep P (p) =
dep P (q ) and that if p A q then dep P (p) > dep P (q ).
We an now prove our theorem. By Corollary 4.9, it is suÆ ient to prove
that for every ni ely-moded one-atom query A, all input- onsuming derivations of P [ fAg are nite.
First noti e that if A is de ned in R then the result follows immediately
from the hypothesis that R is input-terminating and that P is an extension
of R. So we an assume that A is de ned in P .
Let Æ be an in nite input- onsuming derivation of P [ R [ fAg su h that
A is de ned in P . Then
1
2
Æ := A =)
(B1 ; : : : ; Bn )1 =)





where H B1 ; : : : ; Bn is the input lause used in the rst derivation step and
1 = mgu (A = H ). Clearly, (B1 ; : : : ; Bn )1 has an in nite input- onsuming
derivation in P [ R. By Lemma 4.8, for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and for some
substitution 2 ,
(1) there exists an in nite input- onsuming derivation of P [ R [ fAg of the
form
1
2
A =)
(B1 ; : : : ; Bn )1 7 !
C; (Bi ; : : : ; Bn )1 2    ;
(2) there exists an in nite input onsuming derivation of P [ fBi 1 2 g:
We pro eed by proving that (2) is a ontradi tion.
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Let  = 1 2 . Note that H (B1 ; : : : ; Bn) is an instan e of a lause of P .
The proof follows by indu tion on hdep P (Rel (A)); jAji with respe t to the
ordering  de ned by: hm; ni  hm ; n i i either m > m or m = m and
n>n.
Base. Let dep P (Rel (A)) = 0 and jAj = 0. In this ase, A does not depend
on any predi ate symbol of P , thus all the Bi as well as all the atoms o urring
in its des endents in any input- onsuming derivation are de ned in R. The
hypothesis that R is input-terminating ontradi ts point (2) above.
Indu tion step. Let dep P (Rel (A)) > 0 and jAj > 0. We distinguish two
ases:
(a) Rel (H ) A Rel (Bi ),
(b) Rel (H ) ' Rel (Bi ).
In ase (a) we have that dep P (Rel (A)) = dep P (Rel (H)) > dep P (Rel (Bi )).
So, hdep P (Rel (A)); jAji = hdep P (Rel (H)); jHji  hdep P (Rel (Bi )); jBi ji.
In ase (b), from the hypothesis that P is weakly semi-re urrent w.r.t. j j, it
follows that jHj  jBi j. Consider the partial input- onsuming derivation

A 7 ! C; (Bi ; : : : ; Bn ), by Corollary 3.11 and the fa t that j j is a moded
level mapping, we have that jAj = jAj = jHj. Hen e, hdep P (Rel (A)); jAji =
hdep P (Rel (H)); jHji  hdep P (Rel (Bi)); jBiji.
In both ases, the ontradi tion follows by the indu tive hypothesis.
2
0

0

0

0

0

Example 4.11 The program FLATTEN using di eren e-lists is ni ely-moded
in the modes des ribed below (with \n" repla ed by \,").
mode flatten(In; Out):
mode flatten dl(In; Out; In):
mode onstant(In):
mode 6= (In; In):

flatten(Xs; Ys)
flatten dl(Xs; Ys n [ ℄):
flatten dl([ ℄; Ys n Ys):
onstant(X); X 6= [ ℄:
flatten dl(X; [XjXs℄ n Xs)
flatten dl([XjXs℄; Ys n Zs)
flatten dl(Xs; Y1s n Zs);
flatten dl(X; Ys n Y1s):

Consider the moded level mapping for FLATTEN de ned by

jflatten(Xs; Ys)j
= TSize (Xs
jflatten dl(Xs; Ys n Zs)j = TSize (Xs):
It is easy to see that the program FLATTEN is weakly semi-re urrent with
respe t to the moded level mapping above. Hen e, all input- onsuming derivations of FLATTEN starting from a query flatten(u; s) where s is linear and
variable disjoint from u are terminating.
16
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Permutation Ni ely-Moded

At this point it is worth noti ing that, sin e the programs we are onsidering
do not use a xed sele tion rule the result we have provided (Theorems 4.6 and
4.10) hold also in the ase that programs and queries are permutation ni elymoded [17℄, that is programs and queries for whi h would be ni ely-moded
after a permutation of the atoms in the bodies. Therefore, for instan e, we
an treat the program FLATTEN as it is presented in [2℄, i.e.,
flatten(Xs; Ys)
flatten dl(Xs; Ys n [ ℄):
flatten dl([ ℄; Ys n Ys):
flatten dl(X; [XjXs℄ n Xs)
onstant(X); X 6= [ ℄:
flatten dl(X; Ys n Y1s);
flatten dl([XjXs℄; Ys n Zs)
flatten dl(Xs; Y1s n Zs):

where the atoms in the body of the last lause are permuted with respe t to
the version of the Example 4.11.
5

Appli ability

In this se tion we report the results that we obtained by applying the termination riterion presented in this paper to several ben hmarks from well-known
olle tions.
In Table 1 ben hmarks from Apt's olle tion are onsidered (see [2℄ and
[4℄). Ben hmarks from the DPPD's olle tion, maintained by Leus hel and
available at the URL: http://dsse.e s.soton.a .uk/ mal/systems/dppd.html,
are referred to in Table 2. Table 3 onsiders various ben hmarks from Lindenstrauss's olle tion (see the URL: http://www. s.huji.a .il/ naomil). Finally,
Table 4 on erns with ben hmarks from F. Bueno, M. Gar ia de la Banda and
M. Hermenegildo that an be found at the URL: http://www. lip.dia. .upm.es.
For ea h ben hmark we spe ify the name and the modes of the main pro edure. In the tables below NM stays for ni ely-moded and the orresponding
entry is yes when we an nd some modes for the subpro edures with respe t
to whi h the whole program is ni ely moded. The next to olumns refer to
su h a modes: IT stays for input terminating and WSR stays for weakly
semi-re urrent.

6

Con lusion

We presented a method for proving termination of programs and queries whi h
are (permutation) ni ely-moded. Sin e input- onsuming derivations do not
use any xed sele tion rule, our method an be applied for proving termination of programs whi h employ a dynami sele tion rule. Our results stri tly
improve on [16℄ in the fa t that we drop the ondition that programs and
17
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NM

IT

WSR

NM

IT

WSR

append(In, , )

yes

yes

yes

ordered(In)

yes

yes

yes

append( , ,In)

yes

yes

yes

overlap( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

append(Out,In,Out)

yes

no

overlap(In,Out)

yes

yes

no

append3(In,In,In,Out)

yes

yes

perm( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

olor map(In,Out)

yes

no

perm(In,Out)

yes

no

olor map(Out,In)

yes

no

qsort(In, )

yes

yes

olor map(In,In)

yes

yes

qsort(Out,In)

yes

no

yes

yes

no

d solve(In, )

yes

no

reverse(In, )

yes

yes

even(In)

yes

yes

yes

reverse(Out,In)

yes

no

fold(In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

sele t( ,In, )

yes

yes

yes

list(In)

yes

yes

yes

sele t( , ,In)

yes

yes

yes

lte(In, )

yes

yes

yes

sele t(In,Out,Out)

yes

no

lte( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

subset(In,In)

yes

yes

map(In, )

yes

yes

yes

subset (In,Out)

yes

no

map( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

subset (Out,In)

yes

no

member( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

sum( ,In, )

yes

yes

yes

member(In,Out)

yes

yes

no

sum( , ,In)

yes

yes

yes

mergesort(In, )

yes

yes

no

sum(In,Out,Out)

yes

no

mergesort(Out,In)

yes

no

type(In,In,Out)

no

yes

mergesort variant( , ,In)

yes

yes

type(In,Out,Out)

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

Table 1
Ben hmarks from Apt's Colle tion

queries have to be well-moded. This is parti ularly important in the formulation of the queries: for instan e, in the above program flatten, our results
show that every input- onsuming derivation starting in a query of the form
flatten(t,s) terminates provided that t is linear and disjoint from s, while
the results of [16℄ apply only if t is a ground term.
As side-e e t of our investigation, we also showed that for this lass of
programs one side of the well-known Swit hing Lemma holds.
Appli ability and e e tiveness of our approa h has been demonstrated by
applying it to several ben hmarks for most of whi h we an prove weakly
semi-re urren y.
Automatization of our method depends on the apability of automati ally
inferring moded level mappings. It is well-known the relation between norms,
whi h de ne the size of terms, and level mappings: roughly, level mappings
are obtained by extending norms to fun tion from atoms to natural numbers.
De orte, De S hreye and Fabris's [9℄ presents two te hniques for the automati
inferen e of norms. We argue that the same te hniques an be applied to
automatize termination proofs based on our approa h.
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NM

IT

WSR

applast(In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

NM

IT

WSR

mat h app( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

applast(Out, , )

yes

no

mat h app(In,Out)

yes

no

applast( ,Out, )

yes

no

ontains( ,In)

yes

yes

max lenth(In,Out,Out)

yes

yes

yes

meno solve(In,Out)

yes

yes

no

ontains(In,Out)

yes

no

power(In,In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

depth(In,In)

yes

yes

depth(In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

prune(In, )

yes

yes

yes

no

prune( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

depth(Out,In)

yes

no

dupli ate(In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

relative (In, )

yes

no

relative( ,In)

yes

no

dupli ate(Out,In)

yes

yes

yes

rev a

yes

yes

yes

flipflip(In,Out)

yes

flipflip(Out,In)

yes

yes

yes

rotate(In, )

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

rotate( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

generate(In,In,Out)

yes

no

solve( , , )

yes

no

liftsolve(In,Out)
liftsolve(Out,In)

yes

no

ssupply(In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

tra e(In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

liftsolve(In,In)

yes

yes

transpose( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

mat h(In, )

yes

no

transpose(In,Out)

yes

no

mat h( ,In)

yes

yes

unify(In,In,Out)

yes

no

yes

yes
no

(In,In,Out)

Table 2
Ben hmarks from DPPD's Colle tion

a k(In,In, )

NM

IT

WSR

NM

IT

WSR

yes

yes

no

least(In, )

yes

yes

yes

on atenate(In, , )

yes

yes

yes

least( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

on atenate( , ,In)

yes

yes

yes

normal form(In, )

yes

no

on atenate( ,In, )

yes

no

normal form( ,In)

yes

no

des endant(In, )

yes

no

queens( ,Out)

yes

yes

no

des endant( ,In)

yes

no

queens( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

deep(In, )

yes

yes

poss(In)

yes

yes

yes

deep(Out, )

yes

no

poss(Out)

yes

no

redit(In, )

yes

yes

yes

rewrite(In, )

yes

yes

yes

yes

rewrite( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

transform( , , ,Out)

yes

no

yes

redit( ,In)

yes

yes

holds( ,Out)

yes

no

holds( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

transform( , , , In)

yes

yes

yes

huffman(In, )

yes

yes

no

twoleast(In, )

yes

yes

yes

huffman( ,In)

yes

no

twoleast( ,In)

yes

yes

yes

Table 3
Ben hmarks from Lindenstrauss's Colle tion
Referen es

[1℄ Apt, K. R., Introdu tion to Logi Programming, in J. van Leeuwen, editor,
Handbook of Theoreti al Computer19S ien e, volume B: Formal Models and
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NM

IT

WSR

aiakl.pl

init vars(In,In,Out,Out)

yes

yes

yes

ann.pl

analyze all(In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

bid.pl

bid(In,Out,Out,Out)

yes

yes

yes

boyer.pl

tautology(In)

yes

no

browse.pl

investigate(In,Out)

yes

yes

fib.pl

fib(In,Out)

yes

no

fib add.pf

fib(In,Out)

yes

yes

hanoiapp.pl

shanoi(In,In,In,In,Out)

yes

no

hanoiapp su .pl

shanoi(In,In,In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

mmatrix.pl

mmultiply(In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

o

yes
yes

ur.pl

o urall(In,In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

peephole.pl

peephole opt(In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

progeom.pl

pds(In,Out)

yes

yes

yes

rdtok.pl

read tokens(In,Out)

yes

no

read.pl

parse(In,Out)

yes

no

serialize.pl

sarialize(In,Out)

yes

yes

tak.pl

tak(In,In,in,Out)

yes

no

ti ta toe.pl

play(In)

yes

no

warplan.pl

plans(In,In)

yes

no

no

Table 4
Ben hmarks from Hermenegildo's Colle tion
Semanti s, Elsevier, Amsterdam and The MIT Press, Cambridge, (1990), 495{
574
[2℄ Apt, K. R., \From Logi Programming to Prolog", Prenti e Hall, 1997
[3℄ Apt, K. R. and Luitjes, I., Veri ation of logi programs with delay de larations,
in A. Borzyszkowski and S. Sokolowski, editors, Pro eedings of the Fourth
International Conferen e on Algebrai Methodology and Software Te hnology,
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